Abstract Continuous improvements in integration scale have made possible the inclusion of several processor cores on the same chip. Such designs have been named chip-multiprocessors (or CMPs) and constitute a good alternative to traditional monolithic designs for several reasons, among others, better levels of performance, scalability, and performance/energy ratio. On the other hand, higher clock frequencies and increasing number of transistors available on a single chip have revealed energy consumption as a critical design issue in current and future microarchitectures. In these architectures, the design of the on-chip interconnection network has proven to have significant impact on overall system performance and energy consumption, and that the wires used in such interconnect can be designed with varying latency, bandwidth, and power characteristics.
Introduction
Continuous improvements in integration scale have made major microprocessor vendors move to designs that integrate several processor cores on a single die, also known as chip-multiprocessors (CMPs). Chip-multiprocessors can provide higher throughput, more scalability, and greater energy-efficiency compared to wider-issue, singlecore processors. Furthermore, energy-efficient architectures are currently one of the major goals pursued by designers in both high performance and embedded processor domains.
On the other hand, tiled architectures provide a scalable solution for supporting families of products with varying computational power, managing the design complexity, and effectively using the resources available in advanced VLSI technologies. Therefore, it is expected that future CMPs will be designed as arrays of replicated tiles connected over a switched direct network [23, 28] . In these architectures, the design of the on-chip interconnection network has proven to have a significant impact on overall system performance and energy consumption, since it is implemented using global wires that show long delays and high capacitance properties. Recently, Wang et al. [24] reported that the on-chip network of the Raw processor consumes 36% of the total chip power. Magen et al. [15] also attribute 50% of overall chip power to the interconnect.
In this paper, we present a detailed evaluation and a characterization of the energyefficiency of an 8-and 16-core CMP while executing parallel scientific applications using Sim-PowerCMP [9] , an architectural-level power-performance simulation tool that estimates both dynamic and leakage power for CMP architectures and is based on RSIM x86 [8] (a Linux port of RSIM [10] ). Experimental results show that depending on the number of processor cores, the contribution of the interconnection network to the total power ranges from 15% (8-core tiled CMP) to 30% (16-core tiled CMP) on average, with some applications reaching up to 50%. Additionally, we found that most of this power is dissipated in the point-to-point links of the interconnect. Similar results have been reported in [19, 25] .
Finally, we show that the most power consuming messages are the replies that carry data although they represent 30% of the total number of messages. By tuning wire's characteristics, it is possible to design wires with varying latency, bandwidth, and energy properties [3] . Using links that are comprised of wires with different physical properties, a heterogeneous on-chip interconnection network is obtained [7] . With such an interconnection network, we show that the energy dissipated by the links can be reduced about 65% with an average impact of 10% in the execution time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related work. Section 3 presents the architecture of the CMP power-performance simulator used in our experiments. Section 4 describes the validation process of the different power models implemented on Sim-PowerCMP. The characterization of the energy-efficiency of a CMP and a proposal for reducing the energy consumed by the interconnection links is presented in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes the main conclusions of the work.
Related work
A large body of research has been recently targeted at understanding the performance, energy, and thermal efficiency of different CMP organizations. Concerns about the increasing energy consumption and thermal constrains in modern high performance processors have resulted in the proposal and development of architectural-level simulation tools that provide power and energy measurements as well as thermal spatial distribution maps.
In [5] , Brooks et al. introduce Wattch, a dynamic power-performance simulator based on SimpleScalar [1] and CACTI [20] that implements dynamic power models for the different structures in a superscalar processor. This simulator was validated with published power numbers for several commercial microprocessors and has been largely used by the research and academic community in the last years. HotLeakage [29] is another simulation tool that extends Wattch by adding leakage power models for some processor regular structures (caches and register files) allowing more detailed and complete power estimation. In [6] , Chen et al. present SimWattch, a full system energy simulator based on Simics (a system level simulation tool) and Wattch. In [17] , a characterization for multicore architectures is presented using a modified version of SESC simulator [18] that uses Wattch power models.
In [9] , we present Sim-PowerCMP, a detailed architectural-level power-performance simulation tool that estimates both dynamic and leakage power for CMP architectures and is based on RSIM x86 [8] (a Linux port of RSIM [10] ). We chose RSIM as performance simulator instead of a full-system simulator such as GEMS/Simics [16] or M5 [4] for several reasons. First, RSIM models the memory hierarchy and the interconnection network in more detail. Second, when scientific and multimedia workloads are executed for characterization purposes, the influence of the operating system is negligible and can be ignored. Furthermore, this would be desirable in some cases, where minimal operating system support is required. And third, fullsystem simulators are progressively slower as the number of processors in a CMP increases. The latter is important since the number of processor cores is expected to increase (for example, the Cell processor integrates 9 processor cores on-chip [11] ).
Due to the difficulty of validating our own power models, Sim-PowerCMP incorporates already proposed and validated power models for both dynamic power (from Wattch [5] , CACTI [20] ) and leakage power (from HotLeakage [29] ) of each processing core, as well as the interconnection network (from Orion [26] ). However, those power models had to be adapted to the peculiarities of CMP architectures.
The on-chip interconnection network is a critical design element in a multi-core architecture and, consequently, it is the subject of several recent works. Among others, Kumar et al. [13] analyze several on-chip interconnection mechanisms and topologies, and quantify their area, power, and latency overheads. Their study concludes that the design choices for the interconnect have significant effect on the rest of the chip, potentially consuming a significant fraction of the real estate and power budget.
A reduced number of works have attempted to exploit the properties of a heterogeneous interconnection network at the microarchitectural level in order to reduce the interconnect energy share. Balasubramonian et al. make the first proposal of wire management at the microarchitectural level. They introduce the concept of a heterogeneous interconnect that is comprised of wires with varying area, latency, bandwidth, and energy characteristics, and they apply it to register communication within a clustered architecture. Finally, Cheng et al. [7] applied the heterogeneous network concept to the cache coherence traffic problem in CMPs. In particular, they propose an interconnection network composed of three sets of wires with varying latency, bandwidth, and energy characteristics, and map coherence messages to the appropriate set taking into account their latency and bandwidth needs. They report significant performance improvement and interconnect energy reduction when a two-level tree interconnect is used to connect the cores and the L2 cache. Unfortunately, insignificant performance improvements are reported for direct topologies (such as the ones employed in tiled CMPs).
The Sim-PowerCMP simulator

Sim-PowerCMP architecture overview
Sim-PowerCMP is a power-performance simulator derived from RSIM x86 [8] (a Linux port of RSIM [10] ). It models a tiled CMP architecture consisting of arrays of replicated tiles connected over a switched direct network (Fig. 1) . Each tile contains a processing core with primary caches (both instruction and data caches), a slice of the L2 cache, and a connection to the on-chip network. The L2 cache is shared among the different processing cores, but it is physically distributed between them. 1 Therefore, some accesses to the L2 cache will be sent to the local slice while the rest will be serviced by remote slices (L2 NUCA architecture [12] ). In addition, the L2 cache stores (in the tags' part of the local L2 slice) the directory information needed to ensure coherence between the L1 caches. On a L1 cache miss, a request is sent down to the appropriate tile where further protocol actions are initiated based on that block's directory state, such as invalidation messages, intervention messages, data writeback, data block transfers, etc. In this paper, we assume a process technology of 65 nm, tile area of approximately 25 mm 2 , and a die size in the order of 400 mm 2 [28, 30] . Note that this area is similar to the largest die in production today (Itanium 2 processor-around 432 mm 2 [14] ). Note also that due to manufacturing costs and form factor limitations, it would be desirable to keep die size as low as possible [30] . Each processing core is an out-of-order multiple issue processor (although inorder issue is also supported), modeled according to the pipeline organization shown in Fig. 2 . The fetch unit fetches several instructions per cycle from the instruction cache. These instructions are decoded and register renaming is performed. In case of fetching a branch, its outcome and target address is predicted. Renamed instructions are placed in the instruction window (IW) while the reorder buffer (ROB) keeps track of program ordering. Once an instruction has all its inputs ready, it can be executed by the corresponding functional unit. The MIPS R10000 processor, in which RSIM simulator is based (remember that Sim-PowerCMP is derived from RSIM) and the Alpha 21264 processor are two examples of this architectural model.
On the other hand, Wattch and HotLeakage simulators that will be used for validating Sim-PowerCMP in Sect. 4, are based on the RUU architectural model proposed by Sohi [22] . The RUU is a big structure that unifies the instruction window and ROB at the same time it acts as a physical register file that temporary stores the results of noncommitted instructions.
There are two major differences between the two models. The first difference is that in the architectural model of Fig. 2 (followed by the MIPS R10000, RSIM, and Sim-PowerCMP), all computed values, speculative or not, are stored in the register file. However, in Sohi's model, the RUU is responsible of temporary storing the noncommitted output values while a separate register file is responsible of storing the output values only when instructions have been committed and, therefore, they are nonspeculative values. The second major difference is that in Sim-PowerCMP architectural model, computed values are not sent to the instruction window, only the tags are sent for the tagmatch (or wake-up) process. Computed values are send to the register file. However, in Sohi's model (used by HotLeakage), all computed values are sent to the RUU and, therefore, dependent instructions get their inputs from the RUU. These two architectural differences must be taken into account when validating the proposed power model, as we will show in next section.
Sim-PowerCMP power model overview
We have incorporated into our simulator already proposed and validated power models for both dynamic power (from Wattch [5] , CACTI [20] ) and leakage power (from HotLeakage [29] ) of each processing core, as well as the interconnection network (from Orion [26] ). Adapting the power models of the main hardware structures of each core and the interconnection network to SimPower-CMP is not a trivial task. The power modeling infrastructure used in Wattch and HotLeakage is strongly coupled with the performance simulator code and, although they are mostly parametrized power models, considerable effort and deep understanding of the simulator implementation is needed in order to port the power model infrastructure to SimPower-CMP. One major hurdle was the extensive use of global variables to keep track of which units are accessed per cycle in order to account for the total energy consumed by an application. In a power-aware CMP simulator, these counters and statistics must be collected on a per-core basis, and the use of global activity counters is forbidden. In order to avoid rewriting the power model code used in these simulators, we choose to keep original global variables that are widely used across Wattch and HotLeakage and define per core basis counters and partial/global power results. These values are transferred to/from the global variables each time the power model functions are called. In this way, we were able to decouple the power model code borrowed from Wattch and HotLeakage simulators.
On the other hand, the interconnection network power model used in Orion is loosely coupled with the Liberty infrastructure in which the simulator is based, making its integration with another performance simulator easier. However, some additional changes were needed in order to make it fully interoperative with SimPower-CMP. Specifically, Orion uses the power models defined in Wattch, but most of the constant values used in Wattch have been converted to parameters that can be modified at execution time making Orion more flexible. Therefore, it was necessary to reconcile both approaches used to model the power dissipation. Our decision was to use the more flexible approach proposed by Orion, modifying the header files where those constant values were defined.
Finally, we either changed some power models or derive new ones to match several of the particularities of the CMP implemented in SimPower-CMP. For instance, we needed to model the impact of the directory. In the CMP architecture modeled in SimPower-CMP, the L2 cache stores the directory information needed to ensure coherence between the L1 caches. So, we changed the power model of the L2 cache to account for both the extra storage bits and the extra accesses to the directory.
Validation of the power model of Sim-PowerCMP
Validating power models is a crucial task to obtain reasonably accurate simulation results. We have used a validation methodology based on checking our results against the ones obtained under the same configuration with other power simulators that have already been validated and are widely used by the research community: HotLeakage in the case of processor cores and Orion for the power of the internal interconnection network. Table 1 shows the configuration used to validate the power models used in SimPowerCMP. It describes an 8-core CMP built in 65 nm technology. The tile area has been fixed to 25 mm 2 , including a portion of the second-level cache [28] . With this configuration, links that interconnect routers configuring the 2D mesh topology would measure around 5 mm. Table 2 shows an a priori comparison of the maximum dynamic power breakdown for a core of the CMP using Sim-PowerCMP and HotLeakage. Note that there are some differences for structures such as the rename logic, the register file, and mainly, the instruction window. These differences are due to the different superscalar architectures implemented in both simulators, as mentioned in the previous section. HotLeakage simulator, based on SimpleScalar, implements the RUU model that integrates the instruction window, ROB, and physical registers in the same hardware structure. So, the power dissipation of the instruction window (RUU for HotLeakage) is quite high. It is important to note that the main contribution to instruction window power dissipation is due to the accesses to the physical registers (bitline-power in Table 2 ). In SimPower-CMP superscalar processor model, this power dissipation is zero. On the other hand, the model used in SimPower-CMP requires to duplicate the size of the register file because it keeps both speculative and nonspeculative result values (logical and physical registers). This explains the higher power dissipation in the register file (as shown in Table 2 ). The higher power dissipation in the rename logic is due to the fact that physical register tags have one additional bit in Sim-PowerCMP model because we double the size of the register file, as it can be observed in Fig. 3 . Table 3 shows the static power dissipation for the main regular hardware structures in a core. The only difference is found in the register because of the bigger size in Sim-PowerCMP.
After this a priori analysis of the maximum power dissipation for a core, the next step in the validation of the power model is to compare the dynamic power dissipation when real programs are simulated. However, it is important to note that both simulators use different instruction set architectures (SPARC and PISA ISAs for Sim-PowerCMP and HotLeakage, respectively) which complicates the comparison. Furthermore, the use of different compilers as well as slightly different optimization flags can appreciably change the instruction mix for a program. Therefore, we decided to use a two-step validation strategy, initially using very simple test programs in order to obtain a preliminary validation. Then we performed the final validation using some of the SPEC-2000 applications.
A preliminary validation using mini tests has two advantages: (1) the percentage of memory accesses, arithmetic-logic, and control instructions are very similar when we use these simple programs, even when the ISAs are different, allowing an easier comparison of dynamic power dissipation; (2) the generated code is simple enough to predict which core structures are the main contributors to dynamic power dissipation in order to explain the sources of potential discrepancies.
The test programs used for the preliminary power model validation were two mini tests written in C and compiled using PISA (HotLeakage simulator) and SPARC (Sim-PowerCMP simulator) versions of the gcc compiler. The optimization options activated in both cases were -O3 -funroll-loops. The first test performs a sequential access to an array of integers, accumulating all the values into a global variable, whereas the second one implements the multiplication of two matrices of doubles. Table 4 shows the percentage of instructions that are committed in both cases. Even with these simple codes and using the same compiler with the same optimization options, the obtained percentages are not exactly the same, but are very similar. To perform the comparison, we used the power model cc3 defined in [5] , which implements a clock-gating scheme that adjusts the dynamic power based on resource utilization. 2 Table 5 shows the results obtained after completing the simulation for both mini tests under perfect cache assumption. It can be observed that results are almost identical, except for the register file and the instruction window. These differences are related with the particular microarchitecture modeled by each simulator. As explained before, the main contribution to instruction window power consumption is due to the accesses to the physical registers. In the model implemented in SimPower-CMP, these acesses are done to the register file that now keeps both speculative and nonspeculative result values (logical and physical registers). This explains the higher average accesses per cycle and power consumption in the register file for SimPower-CMP as well as the underutilization of the instruction window compared with the results obtained for the HotLeakage simulator. The second step of our power model validation methodology consisted in comparing the results obtained after running a subset of the SPEC2000 applications. In these simulations, we still assume perfect L1 caches in order to avoid interferences due to the different implementations of the memory hierarchy in both simulators. Figure 4 shows the dynamic power dissipation as well as the IPC obtained for each application. In general, we obtain the same power distribution among the different hardware structures of a core, although there are some differences that are worth to explain. First, we observe higher power dissipation in a core for HotLeakage, due to the fact that for the same applications the IPC obtained in this simulator is usually higher due to the different instruction set architectures used in both simulators. The higher the IPC, the higher the number of accesses per cycle to the different hardware structures that are modeled. This leads to an increase in the dynamic power of these structures. For the mcf application, where the IPC obtained in both simulators is similar, power dissipation is very close. Finally, if we analyze the power distribution for Sim-PowerCMP, we can appreciate a considerable drop in the power dissipated by the instruction window, partially compensated by the higher power dissipation in the register file. The reason to this global dynamic power drop is the different types of processor cores modeled inside each simulator, as cited previously. Once we finished the validation of the power model associated with each core of the CMP, the next step was to validate the power model of the interconnection network. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the power dissipation for routers that implement the 2D-mesh. For our modeled routers, 62% of the total power comes from the link circuitry. This value is similar to the 60% dissipated by links in the Alpha 21364 routers and a little lower than the 82% cited in [19] . The power dissipated by the links strongly depends on the amount of buffer space assigned to the router compared with channel bandwidth. Our results also agree with the results reported in [25] , with a maximum power dissipation of 2-3 W per router inside a CMP (excluding link circuitry). With this power data, the interconnection network takes about 20% of the total CMP power budget, as published in different works [19, 25] .
As conclusion, we have compared the results obtained when several applications are simulated in both SimPower-CMP and HotLeakage in order to validate the power models implemented in our simulation framework. As expected, some differences were obtained mainly due to the different architecture organization modeled in both simulators as well as the different instruction set architectures. Moreover, the overall distribution of the power consumption among the main hardware structures presented in a tiled chip multiprocessor agree with the results reported by different researchers [17, 19, 25] .
Evaluating the energy-efficiency of CMP architectures
Experimental framework
In this section, we present a characterization of the energy-efficiency of an 8-and 16-core tiled CMP executing parallel scientific applications. Table 6 (left) shows the architecture configuration used across this paper. Reply messages are 67-byte long since they carry control information (3-bytes) and a cache line (64 bytes). On the contrary, request, coherence, and coherence reply messages that do not contain data are at most 11-byte long (just 3-byte long for coherence replies). Table 6 (right) shows the applications used in our experiments. MP3D is from the SPLASH benchmark suite [21] , Barnes-Hut, FFT, LU-cont, LU-noncont, Oceancont, Ocean-noncont, Radix, Raytrace, and Water-nsq are from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [27] , Berkeley EM3D simulates the propagation of electro-magnetic waves through objects in three dimensions, and Unstructured is a computational fluid dynamics application that uses an unstructured mesh. Problem sizes have been chosen commensurate with the size of the L1 caches and the number of cores used in our simulations, following the recommendations given in [27] . All experimental results reported in this work are for the parallel phase of these applications. Data placement in our programs is either done explicitly by the programmer or by our simulator which uses a first-touch policy on a cache-line granularity. Thus, initial data-placement is quite effective in terms of reducing traffic in the interconnection network. Total power dissipation is split among the most important structures of the CMP (for the sake of legibility, we have omitted the contribution of the clock). As expected, it can be observed that most of the power is dissipated in the processor cores of the CMP. In particular, the ALU reveals as one of the most consuming structures of the CMP, as reported in [17] . Regarding the caches (private L1 caches and the shared multibanked L2 cache), we can see that their fraction of the total power is quite significant. Additionally, we see that in this case, most of the power is dissipated in the first-level instruction and data caches. Figure 6 also shows that the contribution of the interconnection network to the total power is close to 20% on average, with several applications reaching up to 30%. In this case, we have observed that most of this power is dissipated in the point-to-point links used to configure the interconnect. In the literature, it can be found a plethora of techniques and proposals aimed at reducing the energy consumption of the main core structures, however, the impact that the interconnection network has on total energy consumption is very significant and techniques aimed at optimizing the delivery of messages through the interconnect should be the goal of current research efforts. For these reasons, this paper focuses on the characterization of the energyefficiency of the interconnection network in future CMP architectures. For this purpose, it would be helpful to analyze how this power distributes among the different types of messages that travel on the interconnect.
Characterization of the on-chip CMP interconnection network
There are a variety of message types traveling on the interconnect of a CMP, each one with properties that are clearly distinct. In general, we can classify messages into the following groups:
1. Request messages, that are generated by cache controllers in response to L1 cache misses. Requests are sent to the corresponding home L2 cache to demand privileges (read-only or read/write) over a memory line. 2. Response messages, that are sent in response to requests. These messages can be generated by the home L2 cache controller or, alternatively, by the remote L1 cache that has the single valid copy of the data, and they can carry the memory line or not. The latter is due to the presence of upgrade requests used to demand ownership for a line already kept in the local L1 cache. 3. Coherence commands, that are sent by the home L2 cache controller to the corresponding L1 caches to ensure coherence (for example, invalidation messages). 4. Coherence responses, sent by the L1 caches back to the corresponding home L2 in response to coherence commands. 5. Replacement messages, that the L1 caches generate in case of exclusive or modified lines being replaced. Figure 7 plots the fraction of each message type on the total number of messages for an 8-and a 16-core CMP configuration for the applications used in our evaluation. As it can be seen, on average, more than 60% of the messages are related to memory accesses (a request and its corresponding reply), whereas the rest has to do with coherence enforcement (25%) and block replacement (15%). It is interesting to note that almost all replies imply the transfer of memory blocks (Resp. + Data).
Even more interesting is Fig. 8 which shows the power dissipated by each message type. Most of the power in the interconnect is associated to reply messages that carry a cache line (55%-65%). As previously commented, most of this power is dissipated in the point-to-point links and, therefore, message size plays a major role. In particular, reply messages are 67-byte long since they carry control information (3-bytes) and a cache line (64 bytes). On the contrary, requests and coherence commands are 11-byte long since beside control information (3 bytes) they also carry address information. Finally, coherence replies are just 3-byte long. This result shows that optimizing the delivery of reply messages that carry data will be rewarding to reduce the energy consumed by the interconnection network in CMPs. As a case of study, we analyze in this paper the use of a heterogeneous interconnect [2, 7] by replacing global inter-core wires with two new wire types: a low-latency L-Wire and power-efficient PW-Wire. L-Wires are designed by increasing the width and spacing of the repeaters, whereas PW-Wires are designed by decreasing the number and size of repeaters within minimum-width wires. This design is similar to that proposed by Cheng et al. in [7] , although their proposal used a heterogeneous interconnect with three types of wires in two metal planes. Table 7 shows the area, delay and power characteristics of L-and PW-Wires related to baseline wires as reported in [7] . L-Wires yield a two-fold latency improvement at a four-fold area cost, relative to baseline wires. PW-Wires are designed to reduce power dissipation with twice the delay of baseline wires. In order to match the metal area of the baseline configuration, each original 75 byte unidirectional link is designed to be made up of 88 L-Wires (11 bytes) and 248 PW-Wires (31 bytes). Request, coherence, and coherence reply messages that do not contain data are sent using the L-Wires, whereas reply messages that carry data and replacements will be send using the PW-Wires.
Using the described heterogeneous interconnect, Fig. 9 (left) depicts the normalized execution time with respect to that obtained for the baseline configuration. On average, we observe that performance is degraded 10%. The reason for this performance degradation is the increased latency of the reply messages that carry data, which are now sent through the slower PW-Wires. This degradation has high variability, ranging from almost negligible degradation for MP3D and Water-NSQ applications to almost 40% for Ocean-Cont application. This result is very interesting because it shows that some applications, such as MP3D or Water-NSQ, have enough parallelism to hide the increased latency imposed by the use of PW-Wires, whereas other applications, as Barnes or Ocean-Cont, are not able to hide these longer latencies and show poor performance. So, further investigation needs to be done in order to deal with that kind of applications. Figure 9 (right) shows both normalized link energy and energy-delay product metric (EDP). Through the use of the heterogeneous interconnect presented in this work, we obtain an average reduction of 60%-65% in the energy dissipated by the intercore links. This reduction is quite similar for all the applications. The Energy-Delay metric Finally, Fig. 10 presents both the normalized energy and energy-delay product metrics for the full CMP. As it can be observed, important energy savings are obtained for the whole CMP when the heterogeneous interconnect introduced in this paper is used. The extent of these savings depends on the total number of cores of the CMP, ranging from 10% for the 8-core configuration to 15% for the 16-core one. On the other hand, when the energy-delay metric is considered, we still find savings ranging from 2% for the 8-core CMP to 9% for the 16-core one. These results reveal that correctly organizing the interconnection network and properly managing the different types of messages through it will have significant impact on the energy consumed by future CMPs.
Conclusions and future work
In this work, we present a characterization of the energy-efficiency of a CMP executing several parallel scientific applications using Sim-PowerCMP [9] , an architecturallevel power-performance simulation tool that estimates both dynamic and leakage power for CMP architectures. Experimental results show that the contribution of the interconnection network to the total power ranges from 15% (8-core tiled CMP) to 30% (16-core tiled CMP) on average, with some applications reaching up to 50%. Then we perform a deeper analysis of the energy consumed in the interconnection network for each message type. Results for an 8-and 16-core CMP show that the most consuming messages are the replies that carry data (almost 70% on average of the total energy consumed in the interconnect) although they represent 30% of the total number of messages. Furthermore, we show that using on-chip wires with varying latency, bandwidth, and energy characteristics can reduce the power dissipated by the links of the interconnection network about 65% with an average impact of 10% in the execution time. Overall CMP energy savings range from 10% for the 8-core configuration to 15% for the 16-core one (from 2% to 9% if the energy-delay product metric is considered).
As part of our future work, we plan to develop new techniques aimed at reducing the energy consumed by reply messages. Our proposals are based on the observation that when a load or store misses at the L1 cache, not all the memory block is needed to allow the load or store to proceed, just the requested word. In this way, dynamically adjusting the size of the memory blocks would lead to reductions in energy consumption without degrading performance. His research interests include prediction and speculation in multiprocessor memory systems, hardware transactional memory, multiprocessor-on-a-chip architectures, and power-aware and fault-tolerant cache-coherence protocol design.
